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Maybe It’s Time To Consider A Mesh Wi-Fi Solution

Are you having trouble connecting to Wi-Fi when you’re in certain areas of your home? Does your device suddenly
disconnect from the network for no apparent reason? Does it take forever to download large files? Do streaming movies
pause or stop altogether? Is all this happening even though you’ve upgraded your router, placed it in the best location,
and are using the settings recommended by your service provider? If so, it may be time to consider a different type of
home Wi-Fi solution, one that’s designed to address the most common problems people experience in their home Wi-Fi
networks. The best alternative right now to standard home Wi-Fi is an exciting new technology called Mesh Wi-Fi.

What is Mesh Wi-Fi?

Like your current Wi-Fi network, Mesh Wi-Fi uses a router to transmit the Wi-Fi signal
your devices connect to. What’s different is that it combines the router with a series of
small wireless devices - called satellites - which you place in different rooms in your
home. These satellites communicate with the router and provide you with a strong
Wi-Fi signal everywhere, whether it’s your bedroom, your home office, or even your
backyard. What’s more, once you’re connected to your Mesh Wi-Fi network, there’s
nothing else you need to do. You can roam freely in your home with any of your
devices and not have to worry about losing your connection or dealing with poor
performance. The Mesh Wi-Fi system knows where you and your device are at all
times and connects you to the nearest satellite.

Sites to See
Watch this section for new or
popular internet sites you may
want to explore.
www.thespruce.com

real-life tips and inspiration to help you
make your best home. From decorating
and gardening advice, to entertaining and
home repair how-tos, The Spruce can
show you how. We help more than 30
million users each month find the
information they need.

www.inc.com

7 Simple Daily Habits to Sharpen Your
Intelligence. Give your brain a daily
workout to sharpen your focus and
become more intelligent.

Glossary of Terms
Wireless: Anything that uses radio
signals to communicate can be
considered a wireless device. When a
wireless device sends a wireless
signal(radio signal)as a transmitter,
another device picks the same by
acting as a receiver.

Advantages Of Mesh Wi-Fi

In addition to solving your biggest home Wi-Fi
challenges, and giving you outstanding
performance, Mesh Wi-Fi is cost-effective. You
can purchase a mesh unit from MVEC for a
one-time charge of $90 plus tax. The Mesh Wi-Fi
unit, combined with MVlink’s Gigacenter router*,
will extend your network even further than a
Gigacenter alone, for a complete managed solution.

Router: An Internet networking
device that allows data to be shared
between your device and the network
service you receive from your Internet
provider.

With the Gigacenter/Mesh Wi-Fi combination, if you
experience any technical issues MVlink’s tech team
is just a phone call away to access your network
and remotely figure out the source of your problem.
If you’re ready to move on from your current Wi-Fi
challenges, contact us today. Mesh satellites
provide a Wi-Fi experience that's second to none.
*The Gigacenter router is available for $4.95/mo. plus tax, regardless of the number of mesh units in place.
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